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Conditions of Sale

1. The auction will take place publicly and voluntarily. 
Participation means acceptance in full of the Terms of Auction, 
considered as known, of ZURICH ASIA (hereafter referred to 
as the auctioneer) by the Purchaser (hereafter also referred to as 
the Bidder or Buyer).

2. All lots mentioned in the catalogue may be inspected by 
Bidders before the auction. The Bidder will be held responsible 
for any damage caused during the viewing. The Auctioneer has 
absolute discretion to deviate from the lotting order, to combine 
two or more lots or to withdraw any lot from the auction. 
The estimated prices in the catalogue are not binding. The 
Auctioneer is also authorized to refuse any person’s attendance 
at the auction without giving any reason.

3. The lots are described with greatest care and to the best of 
the Auctioneer’s knowledge. The descriptions do not, however, 
constitute any particular guarantee. The catalogue illustration 
prevails as regards the margin, centring, separation and postmark 
of the stamps. Claims concerning quality and authenticity 
of single lots must be made immediately by the Buyer being 
personally present or in writing within seven days of the date 
of the auction. In the case of written bids for single lots must 
be in writing within three days after receipt of the invoice or 
goods. In the case of collections or collective lots containing 
two or more stamps which are not described individually, no 
claims will be accepted regarding quality and authenticity. 
Complaints must also be refused if the stamps are not returned 
in the original condition, or if they have been altered afterwards 
by the Buyer, except in the case of marks made by a recognised 
expert who is responsible for his errors.
The bidding for single lots which have been newly certified 
by an expert denotes the acceptance of the certificate by the 
Buyer, and in this case the Auctioneer cannot be held liable. 
If a prospective buyer wishes to bid with an extension on any 
single lot, the auctioneer must receive notice in writing at least 
twenty-four hours prior to the day of the auction; this written 
notice must give the reason why an extension is required and 
whose expert opinion is to be sought; the latter must be agreed 
by the auctioneer. Extensions for expert opinion will normally 
only be considered for reasons of genuineness or classification; 
requests for extensions for reasons of condition will be decided 
by the auctioneer on behalf of the vendor prior to the sale. The 
auctioneer reserves the right to cancel any bid with an extension 
(notifying the bidder of his action) if in his opinion the item is 
not as described within the terms of the request for extension. 
All extensions must be cleared within 28 days of the auction, 
after which time the right of return is forfeited. Extensions are 
not granted on mixed lots or collections. All costs and charges 
for expert opinions are the responsibility and liability of the 
buyers.

4. The lots will be sold to the highest Bidder. The Buyer shall 
pay a commission of 15% added to the hammer price. Bidders 
are bound to their bids if a subsequent higher bid is invalid or 
immediately refused by the Auctioneer.

5. Written bids which are higher than the best bid of a Bidder 
present will be considered carefully and in the Bidder’s interest 
but without prejudice. In the case of two or more identical bids, 
the first bid received will be deemed to be the successful bid. 

In case of doubt, disputes or misunderstandings, the lot will be 
auctioned again. This decision will be made by the Auctioneer.

6. Upon the fall of the Auctioneer’s hammer, a sales contract is 
entered into between the Auctioneer and the Bidder. The Buyer 
is obliged to accept the goods. The risk passes to the Buyer with 
the fall of the hammer; title of ownership, however, passes to 
the Buyer only after full payment of the total amount due.

7. The auction will be conducted in Hong Kong dollars. Where 
a currency converter is operated it is for convenience only. 
Zurich Asia is not responsible for any errors which may occur.

8. The total amount due is payable in Hong Kong dollars. 
Foreign currencies will be accepted to the extent of the amounts 
credited by a principal Hong Kong bank; any costs arising from 
exchange rate differences will be borne by the bidder.

9. The purchased lots may be collected from Zurich Asia’s 
office the day after the auction during normal office hours.

10. Payment of lots is due on the day following the auction 
unless the Auctioneer has granted terms of payment of 5 days 
thereafter. Postal or Commission Bidders are obliged to transfer 
the amount due immediately on receipt of invoice. The handing 
over of lots can only be claimed after payment in full. Upon 
delay of payment the Auctioneer reserves the right either to sue 
the Buyer for payment or to cancel the sales contract without 
granting any further grace period and to claim for damages for 
breach of contract together with the costs of such proceedings 
on a full indemnity basis. If the payment is more than 30 days 
overdue, a surcharge of 5% and interest in the amount of 4% 
above The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation 
Limited base rate will be payable.

11. The lots sold to Postal or Commission Bidders will be 
forwarded by mail or by other means of transport at the Bidder’s 
risk and expense.

12. Any Bidders acting on account and behalf of a legal 
person must submit proof of their representation right (power 
of attorney, certificate of registration). They are personally 
liable, especially regarding the obligation entered into during 
the auction. Bids made for unnamed persons or for persons 
named later or for not yet legally existing persons cannot be 
considered.

13. Claims for damages against the Auctioneer for delay, non-
performance, positive infringement of contract, fault in breach 
of contract are not permissible unless the damage was caused 
deliberately or through gross negligence.

14. The auction and any subsequent legal relationship are 
subject to Hong Kong law. The Auctioneer, however, reserves 
the right to sue the Buyer at his place of residence.

© Matthew Bennett Limited Trading as Zurich Asia 2017.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced 
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or 
mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or any information 
storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing 
from Matthew Bennett Limited Trading as Zurich Asia.
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ARRANGEMENT OF SALE

17 September 2017      16h00  

Fujian Province     Lot number

Local Post                       4000 - 4007
Imperial China 4008 - 4039
Republic of China  4040 - 4088
Gold Yuan Period 4089 - 4098
Silver Yuan Period  4099 - 4143
Prisoner of War & Censored Mail 4144 - 4148
People’s Republic of China & Liberated Areas 4149 - 4155
Foreign Post Offices in China 4156 - 4162
Hong Kong & Treaty Ports 4163 - 4168
Picture Postcards & Miscellaneous 4169 - 4181
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4000

4002

4001

4003

LOCAL  POSTS

4000
1896 Amoy Local Post proof overprint ‘Half Cent’ in black on perforated unprinted stamp, with left sheet margin, lightly hinged, 
fine and scarce. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
4001
1890’s A Shanghai Local Post Double Dragon 2c brown stationery card, tied by double ring ‘AMOY LOCAL POST/AGENCY’ 
CTO in blue green, fine. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

4002
1893 (16 Oct.) A printed ‘POSTAGE PAID 1 CENT’ stationery cover to Amoy, tied by single ring ‘LOCAL POST AGENCY/
AMOY’ in blue green, fine. Photo

  HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

4003
1896 (5 Mar.) A printed ‘POSTAGE PAID 1 CENT’ stationery cover, unaddressed, tied by single ring ‘LOCAL POST OFFICE/
AMOY’ in black and double ring bilingual  ‘AMOY LOCAL POST/AGENCY’ in black. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,500
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Ex. 4004 4005

4006

4004
1895-96 A small accumulation of Foochow Local Post stamps in stock cards, including 1st and 2nd issues both mint set x 2 and 
1 used set, and a 1/2c brown stationery wrapper, with a lot low values in used condition, fine, approx. 80+. Chan LF1-LF11. Photo

  HK$ 2,000 - 2,500
4005
1897 Foochow Local Post Second issue 1/2c yellow, tied by full strike ‘CHINA POSTAL.SERVICE.FOOCHOW/27.1.97’ single 
ring cancellation, very early usage, most cancellations found are dated 3rd Feb. 1897, full original gum on reverse, very fine copy. 
Chan LF10. Photo

HK$ 2,000 - 2,500

4007
1895 (29 Oct.) A red band cover from Foochow to I.M. Customs, Chungking, bearing Foochow Local Post 1st issue 2c orange, 
tied by bilingual ‘LOCAL POST AGENCY. FOOCHOW.’ single ring in black, with bilingual ‘CHUNGKING/29.10.95’ arrival 
cancel in violet, with a vertical tear (about 15mm) at the top, slightly affecting the arrival cancel, genuine commercially used 
Local Post covers are scarce. From the collection of Phoon Chiong Tuck. Photo

HK$ 7,000 - 8,000

4007

4006
1895 (17 Dec.) Foochow Local Post Dragon Boat 1/2c deep brown stationery wrapper, tied by single ring ‘POSTAL SERVICE.
FOOCHOW’ CTO. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,500
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IMPERIAL  CHINA

4008 4009        4010

4008
1878 Large Dragon thin paper, 1 cand green, tied by ‘AMOY/MAIL MATTER’ double ring oval cancel in red. Chan 1. Photo

HK$ 3,000 - 3,500
4009
1878 Large Dragon thin paper, 3 cands brown red, tied by double ring ‘AMOY CUSTMOS/MAIL MATTER’ oval cancel in red, 
with a few toned spots. Chan 2. Photo

HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
4010
1883 Large Dra1883 Large Dragon thick paper rough paper, 3 cand vermilion, tied by ‘AMOY/MAIL MATTER’ double ring oval 
cancel in red, missing one perf. at right. Chan 11. Photo

HK$ 3,000 - 3,500

4014        40124011

4011
1897 Dowager small figures surcharged, 1/2c on 3 cands orange yellow, tied by ‘CUSTOMS/FOOCHOW’ cds, fine used. Chan 
37. Photo

HK$ 600 - 700
4012
1897 Dowager small figures surcharged, 1c on 1 cand vermilion, tied by ‘CUSTOMS/FOOCHOW’ cds, fine used. Chan 38. Photo

HK$ 600 - 700

4013

4015

4013
1897 Dowager small figures surcharged, 2c on 2 cands, green, tied by 
‘CUSTOMS/FOOCHOW’ cds, fine used. Chan 39. Photo

HK$ 600 - 700
4014
1897 Dowager small figures surcharged, 4c on 4 cands rose pink, tied by 
‘CUSTOMS/FOOCHOW’ cds, small thin at the center. Chan 40. Photo

HK$ 300 - 400
4015
1897 Dowager small figures surcharged, 10c on 12 cands brown orange, tied 
by full strike of ‘ CUSTOMS/FOOCHOW/1.3.97’ cds, fine used. Chan 45. 
Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000
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40174016 4018

4019     

4016
1897 Dowager large figures surcharged, 2.50mm on second printing, 2c on 2 cands yellow green horizontal pair, tied by 
‘FOOCHOW/18.8.97’ Dollar chop, fine used. Chan 58. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
4017
1897 Dowager large figures surcharged 1.50mm on second printing, 10c on 9 cans grey green, tied by large part of 
‘SHANGHAI/9.8.97’ Dollar chop, thinned. Chan 79. Photo

  HK$ 300 - 400
4018
1897 Dowager re-drawn design, 1/2c on 3 cands yellow, tied by partial Dollar chop, very fine and rich colour. Chan 82. Photo

  HK$ 600 - 700

4019
1897 Small figures surcharged 2c on 3c, tied by ‘CUSTOMS/FOOCHOW/25.4.97’ cds, very fine. Chan 84. Photo

  HK$ 4,000 - 4,500

4020 Ex. 40224021

4020
1897 Red Revenue small figures surcharged, 2c on 3c, tied by ‘CUSTOMS/
FOOCHOW’ cancel, date not clear, creased bottom right corner and missing 
a few perforations at right. Chan 84. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,400
4021
1897 Large figures surcharged, 1c on 3c, tied by ‘CUSTOMS/
FOOCHOW6.5.97’ cds, fine used. Chan 87. Photo

HK$ 3,000 - 3,500
4022
1898 Coiling Dragon with watermark 10c green used on piece, tied by 
‘PAGODA ANCH/21.9.99’ Dollar chop, plus bilingual ‘PAGODA ANCH’ 
cds on Coiling Dragon x 4, 2 stamps defective, also Junk issue 10c and $1. 
Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,400

4023
1909 Hsuan Tung first Year, 2c block of 45 (5 x 9) tied by ‘FOOCHOW/12.8’ 
non-year type Dollar chop in black (CTO), full original gum on reverse, and 
a few toned spots on reverse, fresh. Chan137. Photo

  HK$ 1,200 - 1,500 
4023
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4024
A small selection of Revenue stamps, including Imperial China, ROC and Liberated Areas, plus an overprinted ‘Fukien/ROC’ in 
blue char on Imperial 20 cash brown. 14 mint and 4 used. Photo

  HK$ 600 - 800
4025
1884 (21 June) An incoming cover from England to Foochow, China, by first mail, bearing GB QV 5p deep blue, tied by 
‘LONDON’ cds, on reverse with ‘SINGAPORE/TO HONG KONG/25.7.84’ transit, Webb Type no.3, and small single ring 
‘FOOCHOWFOO/5.8.84’ arrival cds, Webb Type B. Fine. Photo

HK$ 2,200 - 2,500

4025

4026

4026
1899 (6 May) A mixed franking cover from Foochow to France, on reverse bearing ICP Coiling Dragon 10c green, tied by neat 
‘FOOCHOW’ Dollar chop, ‘VIHIERS/MAINE ET LOIRE/11.6.99’ and ‘VIHIRES/MAINE ET LOIRE/12.6.99’ arrival cds. On 
front with HK QV 10c purple on red, tied by Foochow ‘I.P.O’ cancel and ‘HONG KONG’ cds, fine. Photo

HK$ 6,000 - 7,000

4027

Ex. 4024

4027
1900 (5 Feb.) A picture postcard from Amoy to Germany, bearing CIP Coiling Dragon 1c ochre x 2, and 2c red, each tied by 
bilingual ‘AMOY’ cds, plus HK QV 4c slate, tied by ‘I.P.O.’ tie-print frame chop in black, over struck ‘HONG KONG/7.2.00’ 
cds, ‘FRANKFURT/9.3.00’ arrival cds, fine. Photo

HK$ 7,500 - 8,000
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4028
1903 (22 Oct.) A bisected Coiling Dragon 2c red, (colour faded) tied by ‘Postage 1 Cent Paid’ rectangular chop and bilingual 
‘FOOCHOW’ cds, very fine. Philatelic item. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
4029
1903 (22 Oct.) A bisected Coiling Dragon 2c red, tied by ‘Postage 1 Cent Paid’ rectangular chop and bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds, 
very fine. Philatelic item. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

4028

4030

4029

4031

4030
1903 (22 Oct.) A red band cover bearing bisected Coiling Dragon 2c red, tied by ‘Postage 1 Cent Paid’ rectangular chop and 
bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds, with bilingual ‘SHANGHAI’ arrival cds on reverse. From the collection of Phoon Chiong Tuck. 
Photo

HK$ 5,000 - 6,000

4031
1903 (24 Oct.) A bisected Coiling Dragon 2c red, tied by ‘Postage 1 Cent Paid’ rectangular chop and bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds, 
sent to Foochow locally, with bilingual double ring ‘FOOCHOW’ (福州內城) transit, the date is not clear due to damage, with 
‘FOOCHOW/24.10.03’ arrival cds on reverse. From the collection of Phoon Chiong Tuck. Photo

HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
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4032

4034
1904 (3 Nov.) A cover from Foochow to Chili, on reverse Coiling Dragon 5c salmon, tied by bisected double ring ‘FOOCHOW. 
ARSENAL’ bilingual cds in black (福州船政) and char. Lunar ‘CHILI’ arrival cds alongside. From the collection of Phoon 
Chiong Tuck. Photo

HK$ 8,000 - 9,000

4032
1903 (24 Oct.) A bisected Coiling Dragon 2c red, tied by ‘Postage 1 Cent Paid’ rectangular chop and bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds, 
sent to Swatow, with bilingual ‘SWATOW/27.10.03’ arrival cds on reverse. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
4033
1903 A bisected cover to Foochow, bearing the bisected CIP 2c red, tied by ‘Postage a Cent Paid’ and bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds, 
a forged copy for reference. Photo

HK$ 500 - 600

4033

4034

4035
4035
1904 (20 Dec.) A Foochow City picture postcard depicting a Chinese Monk from Foochow to Vienna, Austria, bearing Coiling 
Dragon 4c chestnut, tied by faint bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds, alongside with double ring ‘FOO-CHOW-FOO/CHINA’ (福州府) 
cancel black background and white lettering type, bisected ‘FOOCHOW’ Lunar cancel, and a faint Austria arrival cds, fine. Photo

HK$ 3,000 - 4,000
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4036
1909 A cover from Foochow to England, via Siberia, on front 
bearing Coiling Dragon 1c and 3c, tied by char. ‘FUKIEN/
KUTIEN’ ‘古田’ Lunar cds, with char. index ‘元年’ (The First 
Year of Husan Tung) two stamps have been cut off in the top 
right corner, on reverse with ‘FUKIEN/SHUIHAU’ ‘水口’ and 
‘FUKIEN/FOOCHOW’ ‘福州’ different type Lunar cancel, both 
with char. index ‘元年’ (The First Year of Husan Tung) bilingual 
‘SHANGHAI/14.5.09’ transit, center folded and some toning. 
Photo

HK$ 2,000 - 2,500

4036

4037 4038
4037
1910 (11 June) A Japanese postcard sent to Kucheng, Foochow locally, bearing Japanese Chrysanthemum 1 1/2s violet, tied by 
faint Japanese cancel, with char. ‘FUKIEN/KUCHENG’ (古田) Lunar cds, char. ‘FUKIEN/TAMMEIKAI’ (譚美街) Lunar cds, 
and faint ‘FUKIEN’ Lunar cancel, fine. Photo

HK$ 600 - 800
4038
1910 (27 Apr.) A Japanese postcard sent to Kucheng, Foochow locally, bearing Japanese Chrysanthemum 1 1/2s violet tied by 
faint Japanese cancel, with a lot of transits alongside, including ‘FOOCHOW/I.J.P.O’ cds, char. ‘FUKIEN/KUCHENG’ (古田) 
Lunar cds, char. ‘FUKIEN/TAMMEIKAI’ (譚美街) Lunar cds, and faint ‘FUKIEN’ Lunar cds, a very attractive pc with a lot of 
different cancellations, fine. Photo

HK$ 600 - 800

4039
4039
1910 (6 Apr.) A cover from Fukien to USA, bearing CIP coiling Dragon 10c ultramarine, tied by very fine char. ‘FUKIEN/
YENPING’ ‘延平’ cds, on reverse with bilingual ‘FOOCHOW/7.4.10’, ‘SHANGHAI/11.4.10’ and ‘SHANGHAI/I.J.P.O’ transit, 
‘JOHNSTOWN/12.5.10’ arrival cancel. Photo

HK$ 1,600 - 2,000
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4040
1912 Overprinted ‘Provisional Neutrality’ on Coiling Dragon 3c blue green, mint with hinged remnant, thin in bottom right 
corner. Chan 140. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
4041
1912 Overprinted ‘Provisional Neutrality’ on Coiling Dragon 3c blue green, horizontal pair with bottom sheet margin, tied by full 
strike bilingual ‘FOOCHOW/10.2.12’ cds, very fine used. Chan 140. Photo

HK$ 3,000 - 3,500
4042
1912 Overprinted ‘Provisional Neutrality’ on Coiling Dragon 3c blue green, tied by full strike bilingual ‘FOOCHOW/10.2.12’ 
cds, very fine used. Chan 140. Photo

HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
4043
1912 Overprinted ‘Provisional Neutrality’ on Coiling Dragon 3c blue green, tied by full strike bilingual ‘FOOCHOW/2?.2.12’ 
cds, very fine used. Chan 140. Photo

HK$ 1,200 - 1,500

4040 4041

REPUBLIC  OF  CHINA

4042 4043

4044 4045 4046

4044
1912 Overprinted ‘Provisional Neutrality’ on Coiling Dragon 3c blue green, tied by full strike bilingual ‘FOOCHOW/28.2.12’ 
cds, used. Chan 140. Photo

HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
4045
1912 Overprinted ‘Provisional Neutrality’ on Coiling Dragon 3c blue green, tied by full strike bilingual ‘FOOCHOW/4.2.12’ cds, 
very fine used. Chan 140. Photo

HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
4046
1912 Overprinted ‘Provisional Neutrality’ on Coiling Dragon 3c blue green, tied by full strike bilingual ‘FOOCHOW/5.2.12’ cds, 
very fine used. Chan 140. Photo

0 HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
4047
1912 Overprinted ‘Provisional Neutrality’ on Coiling Dragon 3c blue green, with ‘Specimen’ in black, mint and with toned spots 
on both sides, signed by Peter Holcombe on reverse, very rare. Provenance: Sotheby’s May 1998. Chan 140S. Photo

HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

4047
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4050

4051

4048

4048
1912 Overprinted ‘Provisional Neutrality’ on Coiling Dragon 5c violet, prepared for use but not issued, mint and lightly hinged, 
fresh on both sides. Chan PN5. Photo

HK$ 2,000 - 3,000
4049
No Lot

4050
1947 Shanghai Dah Tung print Postage Due stamps, $200 dull purple large block of 100, tied by bilingual ‘AMOY’ cds, very fine 
and scarce. Chan D103. Photo

HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

4051
1913 A ROC Flag 1c green stationery card to Foochow City, tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW CITY’ cds. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
4052
A ROC Junk 1 1/2c blue stationery card, tied by bilingual ‘AMOY’ CTO, year missing, some toning. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 1,800

4052

4053

4053
1912 (24 Dec.) A cover to USA, bearing overprinted ‘ROC’ 
on Coiling Dragon 10c blue, colour faded. Tied by unclear 
cancel, on reverse with ‘SHANGHAI/I.J.P.O/24.12.12’ transit, 
rough opening has caused some damage to the back flap. 
Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
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Ex. 4054 4055

Ex. 4058

Ex. 4056 4057

4054
1918 (10 Oct.) Two local Foochow covers, bearing Peking 1st print Junk, 1c or 3x, both tied by ‘Assumption of President Xu’ 
commemorative wave cancel in blue, with bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds alongside, this type of cancellation is mostly found from 
Shanghai or Tientsin, both toned. Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000
4055
1918 (11 Jan.) A cover from Foochow to USA, bearing Peking 1st print 5c rose mauve, missing one stamp, probably another 5c, 
tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW CITY’ cds, with bilingual ‘SHANGHAI/15.1.18’ transit on reverse. Photo

HK$ 400 - 500

4056
1919-22 A small range of covers x 3, all bearing Peking 1st print Junk issues to USA, tied by the same type of bilingual 
‘FOOCHOW’ cds, all with bilingual ‘SHANGHAI’ transit on reverse. Photo

  HK$ 700 - 800
4057
1920 (22 June) A cover from Foochow registered to USA, bearing Peking 1st print Junk 3c blue green in pair, 5c rose 
mauve in pair x 2, all tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds, bilingual ‘SHANGHAI/26.6.20’ transit with figure index ‘16’, 
‘SEATTLE/20.7.20’ arrival cds. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700

4058
1920’s A small range of covers x 3, all sent from Fukien, 
all including the Junk surcharged issues, tied by different 
‘FOOCHOW ‘cancellation, average. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000
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4060

4062

4059

4061

4059
1921 (19 Sept.) A local cover to Foochow, bearing Famine Relief Fund overprint on Junk 1c on 2c yellow green, tied by bilingual 
‘FOOCHOW’ cds. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
4060
1921 (6 Mar.) A local cover to Foochow, bearing Famine Relief Fund overprint 1c on 2c yellow green on Junk, tied by bilingual 
‘FOOCHOW’ cds. with char. index ‘The Third’ ‘三次’, with a small tear at top and bottom. Photo

  HK$ 500 - 700

4061
1924 (25 Aug.) A cover from Fukien to USA, bearing 1st Peking print Junk 1c and 3c x 3, all tied by bilingual ‘LUNGYEN’ ‘龍
巖’ cds, on reverse with bilingual ‘AMOY’ and ‘SHANGHAI’ transit, fine. Photo

  HK$ 500 - 600
4062
1926 (1 July) A cover from Fukien to USA, bearing Peking 2nd print Junk 10c blue, tied by bilingual ‘SHAOWU’ ‘邵武’ cds, 
with bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’8.3.26’ transit on reverse. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700

4063

4063
1929 (18 Sept.) A red band cover from Amoy 
registered to Singapore, on reverse, bearing 1nd 
Peking print Junk, 1c, 4c and 20c, all tied by 
bilingual ‘AMOY’ cds, with ‘SINGAPORE/27.9.29’ 
arrival cds, fine. Photo

  HK$ 700 - 800
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4064
1930’s A cover from Fukien to USA, bearing SYS London 2nd print 5c and Peking print Martyrs 10c in pair, both tied by char. 
‘KUTIEN’ ‘古田’ cds, on reverse with bilingual ‘MINHOW’ transit. Photo

HK$ 500 - 600
4065
1931 (18 July) An air mail cover from Fukien to Nanking, on reverse bearing Peking 2nd print 1c x 3 and 4c x 4, all tied by 
bilingual ‘KULING’ ‘牯嶺’ cds, on front bilingual ‘NANKING/19.7.31’ arrival cds, a few dirt marks and tears. Photo

HK$ 400 - 500

4064

4066

4065

4067

4066
1933 (15 May) A cover from Fukien to USA, bearing Peking 2nd print Junk 5c rose mauve, tied by bilingual ‘FUTSING’ ‘福清’ 
cds, with bilingual ‘MINHOW/FOOCHOW/16.5.33’ transit on reverse, fine. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
4067
1933 (5 Aug.) A cover from Fukien to USA, via Hong Kong, bearing SYS 2nd London print 25c blue, tied by bilingual 
‘KULIANG’ ‘牯嶺’ cds, with ‘HONG KONG/11.8.38’ transit and contents. Photo

  HK$ 500 - 600

Ex. 4068

4068
1933-34 Two covers both bearing USA President George 
Washington 2c and 3c (damaged), each tied by and 
‘FOOCHOW/CHINA/U.S.S.FULTON/14.12.33’ and  
‘FOOCHOW/CHINA/U.S.S.TULSA/20.1.34’ ship cancel. 
Photo

HK$ 400 - 600
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4069 4071

4070

4072

4069
1934 (3 Nov.) A cover from Fukien to USA, bearing Peking 1st print 10c blue, tied by bilingual ‘DIONGLUN’ ‘長樂’ cds, 
‘CARTHAGE/3.12’ transit, on reverse ‘FOOCHOW/4.11.33’ and ‘SHANGHAI/7.11.34’ cds. Photo

  HK$ 400 - 600
4070
1935  (21 Mar.) A Junk 2c green stationery card with Peking print Martyrs 1/2c from Shanghai to Fukien, tied by bilingual 
‘SHANGHAI’ cds, with printed advertising illustration at left side, on reverse with bilingual ‘KUSHAN/27.3.35’ ‘鼓山’ arrival 
cds. fine. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,500

4071
1937 (20 Aug.) A cover from Fukien to USA, bearing SYS London 2nd print 5c green, tied by bilingual; ‘KULIANG’  ‘牯嶺’ cds, 
on reverse with bilingual ‘MINHOW/FOOCHOW/20.8.37’ transit, with contents and sender’s photo, roughly opened. Photo

HK$ 500 - 600

4072
1937 A printed matter cover from Kiangshan to Kienyang, bearing Peking print Martyrs 1c, tied by bilingual ‘KIANGSHAN’ cds, 
on reverse with char. ‘FUKIEN/KIENYANG/16.3.37’ ‘建陽’ arrival cds, with contents. Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000
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4073
1939 A personal bank record, tied by a lot of different Foochow postmarks, including ‘AMOY’ ‘廈門’, ‘KULANGSU’ ‘鼓浪嶼’, 
a lot of soiling, but still an interesting reference to study the Foochow postmarks. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
4074
1941 (4 Apr.) An incoming cover from Sarawak to Foochow, on front bearing Sarawak Charles Vyner Brooke, 12c, on reverse 
bearing the same issue 1c and 2c, both tied by double ring ‘SARIKE’ cds, with ‘Passed By Censor’ in violet frame chop on front, 
bilingual ‘MINHOW/4.4.41’ machine roller and bilingual ‘MINCHING/6.4.41’ arrival cds, some toning. Photo

HK$ 2,200 - 2,600

4073
4074

4075 4076

4077

4075
1941 (8 Jan.) An illustration cover from Fukien to USA, bearing SYS Dah Tung print 5c green in pair, tied by char. ‘FUKIEN/
KUSHAN’ ‘鼓山’ cds, fine. Photo

HK$ 600 - 800
4076
1943 (26 Mar.) An express cover from Fukien to 
Foochow, on reverse bearing Domestic Express stamp, 
tied by bilingual ‘PINGTAN FU’ ‘平潭’ cds, bilingual 
‘MINHOW/30.3.42’ transit, and char. ‘FUKIEN/
MINHOW/30.3.43’ arrival cds. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
4077
1944 (7 Mar.) On Postal Service cover to Japan, 
bearing HK print Martyrs 40c, tied by bilingual 
‘SHANGHAI’ cds, fine. Photo

HK$ 700 - 900
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4078
4079

4078
1946 (1 Feb.) An express air mail from Fukien to USA, on reverse bearing SYS Paicheng print, engraved type, $40 rose 
red imperf block of 7, total rate $420, tied by bilingual ‘KUTIEN’ ‘古田’ cds, bilingual ‘SHANGHAI/13.2.46’ transit, 
‘BROCKTON/1.3.46’ arrival cds, a late mail by air mail express as it took almost a month to reach it’s destination. Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000
4079
1946 (25 July) A printed notice in Chinese from Fukien Post Office, to indicate the internal postage rate, center folded. Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000

4080
1946-47 Two printed matter covers to the same correspondent in the USA form Foochow, both bearing various CNC 1st Shanghai 
Union surcharged issues, both tied by ‘FOOCHOW’ or ‘FUKIEN’ cancellation, condition average. Photo

HK$ 600 - 800
4081
1920’s-40’s A small range of incoming covers sent to Foochow, from Malaya, Philippines and USA, including a registered cover 
from USA. Photo

HK$ 1,200 - 1,500

Ex. 4080

Ex. 4082

Ex. 4081

4082
1920’s A small group of commercially used covers 
x 17, all bearing various printings of Junk issues, 
mostly from Foochow to overseas, including 
registered covers, mainly tied by various type 
of bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cancellation, viewing 
recommended. Photo

HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
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Ex 4083

Ex 4084

4083
1930’s-40’s A small group of SYS issues on covers from Foochow to local and overseas, mainly bearing London print issues, tied 
by various Foochow cancellations, including registered covers, good to fine, total 14, viewing recommended. Photo

HK$ 2,500 - 3,000

Ex. 4085
4085
1940’s A small group covers each bearing various CNC surcharged on SYS issues, mainly sent form Foochow to overseas, 
including registered covers, a few covers with contents, tied by different kinds of ‘FOOCHOW’ cancellation, good to fine. Total 
13. Photo

HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

4084
“1940’s A small accumulation of SYS issues on covers x 11,mainly bearing Shanghai Dah Tung print 3rd print, a few covers 
mixed with CNC surcharges, all sent to overseas with different types of Foochow cancellations, good to fine. Photo

HK$ 2,000 - 2,500
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Ex. 4086

Ex. 4087

4088
1940’s A small selection of covers x 5, all sent to Canada and USA from Fukien, each bearing different Martyrs issues, with nice 
Fukien cancellation, including ‘KIENOW/KIENNING’ ‘建甌’, ‘MINHOW’ ‘閔侯’, ‘FOOCHING’ ‘福清’ etc. good to fine. Photo

HK$ 1,200 - 1,500

4086
1940’s A small group of SYS Shanghai Dah Tung print 2nd print on covers x 10, mainly sent form Foochow to overseas, with air 
mail and some covers mixed with other issues, tied by various type of Foochow cancellation, mainly fine. Photo

HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

4087
1940’s A small selection of covers x 13 and one front, all sent from Fukien to overseas, all bearing the late 40’s commemorative 
issues, a few covers with complete set, tied by various Foochow cancellation, good to fine, viewing recommended. Photo

HK$ 2,400 - 2,800

Ex. 4088
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4089
1949 Gold Yuan Foochow surcharged, $20,000 on $40,000 to $200,000 on 
$50,000 complete set of 5, with unused and used set, unused set no gum as 
issued. Chan G71-G75. Photo

HK$ 700 - 800
4090
1949 Gold Yuan Foochow surcharge, $20,000 on $40,000 green on SYS 
Shanghai Dah Tung 3rd print, horizontal pair with surcharge misplaced variety, a 
few minor tone spots, no gum as issued. Chan G71a. Photo

  HK$ 700 - 800
4091
1949 Gold Yuan Foochow surcharge, $50,000 on $30,000 brown on SYS 
Shanghai Dah Tung 3rd print, surcharge double variety, no gum as issued. Chan 
G72c. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000
4092
1949 Gold Yuan Foochow surcharge, $100,000 on $20,000 rose pink in block 
of 4, top left stamp with thick ‘1’ in surcharged figure ‘100,000’ variety, tied by 
complete char. ‘FUKIEN/KOOSHAN/19.5.49’ (鼓山) cds, trimmed perf. at right 
and bottom right stamp damage. Chan G73var. Photo

HK$ 400 - 500

4093
1949 Gold Yuan Foochow surcharge, $100,000 on $20,000 rose pink in block of 9 with surcharge misplaced variety, shifted 
upwards, unused and no gum as issued. Chan G73c. Photo

  HK$ 2,000 - 2,500
4094
1949 Gold Yuan Foochow surcharge, $200,000 on $50,000 blue large block of 18 with sheet margins, 1st row 2nd stamp 
surcharged figure ‘200000’ with an extra black dot after variety, unused and no gum as issued, very fresh. Chan G75var. Photo

HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

4090

4092

4091

4093 4094

Ex. 4089

GOLD  YUAN  PERIOD
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4096

4095 4097
4095
1949 (5 Jan.) An air mail cover from Foochow to USA, bearing SYS 2nd Dah Tung print 5,000, $10,000 in pair and CNC 
Shanghai Dah Yeh surcharged $2,000 on $3 in pair on SYS Chungking Chung Hwa print in pair, tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ 
cds, nice tri-colour franking cover. Photo

HK$ 500 - 800
4096
1949 (Jan.) An incoming Remittance cover from Nederl. Indie to Amoy, bearing 10c and 40c x 2, tied by faint Indonesia cancel, 
plus 2 different kinds of Remittance Bureau private chop, and char. ‘Domestic Registered/Postage Paid/Amoy’ ‘國內掛信回?’ 
frame chop in black, rough opening has caused slight damage to the cancellation, with contents. Photo

  HK$ 800 - 1,000

4097
1949 (19 Feb.) A Gold Yuan postcard from sent Methodist Mission, Foochow to USA, bearing Gold Yuan Shanghai Union Press 
surcharged on SYS Chungking print, $10 on $2 and $20 on $2 in pair, both tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cods, this postcard rate 
to overseas was effective from 7th Feb. to 28th Feb. 1949, short period of usage. Photo

HK$ 600 - 800

4098
1949 Two printed covers from Fukien to USA, each bearing different Gold yuan surcharge issues, both tied by faint cancel and no 
back stamps, some toning and creasing. Photo

HK$ 500 - 800

Ex. 4098
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Ex. 4099

Ex. 4100

4099
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien surcharge, hand stamped 1c on $7,000 on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung print, and machine surcharge 1c on 
$500 to 40c on $200,000 complete set of 11, all in blocks of 4, unused and minor toning. Chan S44-S55. Photo

HK$ 5,000 - 6,000
4100
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien surcharged, handstamped 1c to $7,000 and 1c on $500 to 40c on $200,000 complete set of 11, total 2 
sets of each, unused and no gum as issued. Chan S44-S55. Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000

Ex. 4101

4103

4102

4104

4101
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharge, short set of 9, missing 2 1/2c on 
$50,000 and 10c on $3,000, all values in blocks of 4, unused and no gum as 
issued. Chan S45-S46, S48-S49, S51-S55. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,200
4102
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharged, 1c on $500 on SYS Shanghai Dah 
Tung 2nd print, surcharge   inverted variety.  Chan S45f. Photo

 HK$ 700 - 1,000
4103
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharged, 1c on $500, unused and 10c on 
$6,000 x 3, one unused and two used on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 2nd print, all 
with surcharge misplaced variety.  Chan S45, S52. Photo

HK$ 1,200 - 1,500
4104
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharge on SYS issues, 1c on $500 green, 
surcharge double. And 2c on $2,000,000 orange vertical pair, with surcharge 
shifted downwards variety, both unused and no gum as issued. Chan S45e, S46c. 
Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,500

SILVER  YUAN  PERIOD
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4105
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharged, 10c on $3,000 blue on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 2nd print, with overprinted char. 
‘Yi’ instead of ‘Yu’ variety, 誤蓋 ‘壹資壹角’,  not listed in Chan catalogue, unused and no gum as issued. Chan S50var. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000

4105

4109 41114110 4112

4107

4106 4108

4109
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharged, 10c on $100,000 green on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 3rd print, with overprinted 
char. ‘Yi’ instead of ‘Yu’ variety, 誤蓋 ‘郵資郵角’, unused and no gum as issued. Chan S53c. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000
4110
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharged, 10c on $100,000 on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 3rd print, with overprinted char. ‘Yi’ 
instead of ‘Yu’ variety, 誤蓋 ‘壹資壹角’, unused and no gum as issued. Chan S53d. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000
4111
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharged, 10c on $4,000 grey on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 2nd print, with overprinted char. 
‘Yu’ instead of ‘Yi’ variety, 誤蓋 ‘郵資郵角’, unused and no gum as issued. Chan S51c. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000
4112
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharged, 40c on $200,000 on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 3rd print, surcharged double variety, 
fine used. Chan S55c. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000

4106
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharged, 10c on $3,000 blue on SYS 
Shanghai Dah Tung 2nd print, with overprinted char. ‘Yi’ instead of ‘Yu’ 
variety, 誤蓋 ‘郵資郵角’,  not listed in Chan catalogue, unused and no gum 
as issued. Chan S50var. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000
4107
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharge, 10c on $3,000 blue block 
of 4 on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 2nd print, with surcharge shifted to left, 
touching the left margin variety, unused and no gum as issued. Chan S50d. 
Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
4108
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien machine surcharge, 10c on $3,000 blue horizontal 
pair on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 2nd print, with surcharge inverted variety, 
unused and no gum as issued. Chan S50var. Photo

HK$ 3,500 - 4,000
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4113
1949 Silver Yuan machine overprinted char. in black ‘FOOCHOW’ on Unit stamps complete set of 4 in block of 4, unused and no 
gum as issued. Chan S183-S186. Photo

 HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

4113

4117

Ex. 4115Ex. 4114

4116

4116
1949 Silver Yuan machine overprinted on SYS Chungking Hwa Nan print, 10c violet in irregular block of 21, unused and no gum 
as issued. Chan S188. Photo

HK$ 4,000 - 4,500
4117
1949 Silver Yuan machine overprinted on SYS Chungking Hwa Nan print, 4c block of 4 with top sheet margin,  with overprinted 
black char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ in small ‘Foo’, with middle stamp  ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ omitted variety, unused and no gum as issued. 
Chan S188a var.

HK$ 2,000 - 3,000

4114
1949 Silver Yuan machine overprinted on SYS Chungking Haw 
Nan print 1c to 20c complete set of 5, with overprinted black 
char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’, unused and no gum as issued, fine. Chan 
S187-S191. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

4115
1949 Silver Yuan machine overprinted on SYS Chungking Haw 
Nan print 1c t0 20c complete set of 5, with overprinted black 
char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’, unused and no gum as issued, fine. Chan 
S187-S191. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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41194118

Ex. 4120

4122

Ex. 4121

4123

4118
1949 Silver Yuan machine overprinte on SYS Chungking Hwa Nan 
print, 4c x 2, with overprinted black char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’, one with 
overprint double another with overprint inverted variety plus 10c 
violet with char. ‘Foo’ ‘福’ partially omitted variety, unused and no 
gum as issued. Chan S188var. S189var. Photo

HK$ 2,500 - 3,000
4119
1949 Silver Yuan machine overprinted on Unit stamp, Domestic 
Ordinary, with both Large and Small char. ‘Foo’, unused and no gum 
as issued. Chan S183, S183a. Photo

HK$ 350 - 500

4123
1949 Overprinted char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ in black or red on Fukien Silver Yuan surcharged stamps, 1c on $500 to 10c on 
$1,000,000 complete set of 5 in block of 4, 3 blocks with imprint margins,  2 1/2c on $50,000 with water stain mark on bottom 
right stamp, unused and no gum as issued, rare. From the collection of Phoon Chiong Tuck. Chan S192-S196. Photo

HK$ 15,000 - 20,000

4122
1949 Silver Yuan Foochow surcharged on SYS Chung Hwa print, 1c to 20c complete set of 5, unused and no gum as issued. Fine. 
Chan S187-S191. Photo

HK$ 1,400 - 1,600

4120
1949 Silver Yuan machine overprinted on Unit stamps, with overprinted black char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ complete set of 4, each 
stamp with pencil signature on reverse, unused and no gum as issued, fine. Chan S183-S186. Photo

  HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
4121
1949 Silver Yuan machine overprinted on Unit stamps, with overprinted black char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ complete set of 4, each 
stamp with private blue chop on reverse, unused and no gum as issued, fine. Chan S183-S186. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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4124
1949 Overprinted char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ in black or red on Fukien Silver Yuan surcharged stamps, 1c on $500 to 10c on 
$1,000,000 complete set of 5, all in horizontal pair with sheet margin, 2 1/2c on $50,000 with water stain mark on right stamp, 
unused and no gum as issued. Chan S192-S196. Photo

HK$ 7,000 - 8,000
4125
1949 Overprinted char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ in black or red on Fukien Silver Yuan surcharged stamps, 1c on $500 to 10c on 
$1,000,000 complete set of 5, unused and no gum as issued. Chan S192-S196. Photo

HK$ 3,000 - 3,500
4126
1949 Overprinted char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ in black or red on Fukien Silver Yuan surcharged stamps, 1c on $500 to 10c on 
$1,000,000 complete set of 5, unused and no gum as issued. Chan S192-S196. Photo

HK$ 3,000 - 3,500
4127
1949 Silver Yuan Amoy Local Post Office hand overprinted in red char. ‘Postage 10 Cents’  ‘郵資壹角’ on SYS Shanghai Dah 
Ting 2nd print $3,000 blue, according to ‘Silver Yuan Stamps Series’ by Chan Shui Hon, edition 2008, the issue date of this stamp 
was around 31st May to 4th June 1949 before the liberation of Amoy, extremely rare, unused and no gum as issued. Chan S152. 
Photo

  HK$ 2,500 - 3,000
4128
1949 Silver Yuan Amoy Local Post Office hand overprinted in black char. ‘Postage 10 Cents’  ‘郵資壹角’ on SYS Shanghai Dah 
Ting 2nd print $3,000 blue, with overprinted char. ‘Specimen’ in blue, according to ‘Silver Yuan Stamps Series’ by Chan Shui 
Hon, edition 2008, the issue date of this stamp was around 31st May to 4th June 1949 before the liberation of Amoy, extremely 
rare, unused and no gum as issued. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000

Ex. 4125

4130

4127Ex. 4126

4128

4129
4129
1949 Silver Yuan Fukien postal district overprinted on Unit stamps complete set of 4, with overprinted blue char. ‘ Nan Ping 
Tsun’ ‘南平鎮 ‘ reverse, unused and no gum as issued, fine. Photo

HK$ 2,000 - 2,500

4130
1949 Silver Yuan Local overprint ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ in large blue char. on SYS Chungking Hwa Nam print, 1c to 20c complete set 
of 5   , this set is similar to the other set listed in Chan catalogue as S173-S177. unused and no gum as issued. Photo

HK$ 3,500 - 4,000

Ex. 4124
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4134

4135

41324131

4133

4131
1949 Silver Yuan surcharge on Revenue stamps, 50c on $50 pale blue and $1 on $50 deep blue, both with Fukien Postal District 
hand overprinted red char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’, the original stamp listed in Chan catalogue as S15, S17, unused and no gum as 
issued, extremely rare. From the collection of Phoon Chiong Tuck. Photo

  HK$ 8,000 - 9,000
4132
1949 A Silver Yuan mater stamp, Postage Paid. Amoy/055c’ with double ring ‘AMOY/13.7.49’ and tied by char. ‘FUKIEN/
AMOY’ cancel, toned. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700

4133
1949 (1 Aug.) A fragment with Fukien Postal District hand overprinted black char. ‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ on Revenue 50c on $50 pale 
blue vertical pair, machine overprinted on SYS Chungking Haw Nan print, 1c grass green strip of 3, 4c grey green and 1c on $500 
green x 3 on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 2nd print, all tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW/1.8.49’ cancel, rare. Photo

  HK$ 8,000 - 9,000
4134
1949 (30 Aug.) A Taiwan Silver Yuan cover from Keelung to Taichung, on reverse bearing Union Press surcharged on SYS 
Farm Products, $1,000 on $3 in pair and $3,000 on $3 in pair, both tied by char. ‘TAIWAN/TAICHUNG’ cds, char. ‘TAIWAN/
KEELUNG/31.8.49’ arrival cds, trimmed at left side, but not affecting stamps or cancellation. Photo

  HK$ 400 - 600

4135
1941 (1 Aug.) A Silver Yuan bisected  local cover to Foochow, 
bearing SYS Chungking Hwa Nan print 4c grey green and 
Fukien Machine surcharged bisected 2c on $2,000,000 
orange on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung 3rd print, each tied 
by char. ‘FUKIEN/GINTSING’ cds, char. ‘FUKIEN/
FOOCHOW/9.8.49’ arrival cds, this bisected stamp was used 
only for 4 days. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
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4136
1949 (11 Sept.) A Silver Yuan bisected cover from Fushek to Foochow, bearing bisected 10c on $1,000 carmine on Revenue 
stamp, tied by char. ‘FUKIEN/FUSHEK’ cds, with char. ‘FUKIEN/FOOCHOW/17.9.49’ arrival cds, fine. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
4137
1949 (11 Sept.) A Silver Yuan bisected cover from Fushek to Foochow, bearing bisected 10c on $1,000 carmine on Revenue 
stamp, tied by char. ‘FUKIEN/FUSHEK’ cds, with char. ‘FUKIEN/FOOCHOW/17.9.49’ arrival cds, fine. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000

4136

4138

4137

4139

4138
1949 (15 June) A Silver Yuan cover from Catholic church, Foochow to Shaman, Canton, bearing machine overprinted black char. 
‘Foochow’ ‘福州’ on SYS Chungking Hwa Nam print 4c grass green and 16c orange red, each tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ 
cds, fine. Photo

  HK$ 2,000 - 2,500
4139
1949 (18 May) A stampless cover from Canton to Hong Kong, tied by ‘Postage Paid/Canton’ frame chop in black, on reverse with 
bilingual ‘CANTON/18.5.49’ arrival cds. Photo

 HK$ 800 - 1,000
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4141

41424140

4140
1949 (18 Oct.) A Silver Yuan cover from West Szechwan registered to Chungking, on front bearing Unit stamp Domestic 
Registered, red, tied by char. ‘WEST SZECHWAN/CHUNGKAN’ ‘中間’ cds, char. Bilingual ‘CHUNGKING/23.10.49’, ‘WEST 
SZECHWAN/XIAOLONGKAN/24.10.49’ ‘小龍坎’ cds, on reverse bearing revenue 4c on $3,000 orange x 5, tied by bilingual 
‘WEST SZECHWAN/CHUNGKAN’ cds, The PRC was founded 1st Oct 1949, late usage of the Silver Yuan Unit stamps, fine. 
Photo

HK$ 2,500 - 3,000
4141
1949 (19 Aug.) A printed matter rate Silver Yuan cover from Putien, Fukien to USA, bearing surcharged 2s on $2,000,000 on SYS 
Shanghai Dah Tung 3rd print and 4c on $3,000 on Revenue stamp, tied by char. ‘FUKIEN/PUTIEN’ cds, missing bottom left 
corner. Photo

  HK$ 2,000 - 2,500

4143

4142
1949 (3 Aug.) A Silver Yuan air mail cover from Amoy to Vietnam, on reverse bearing SYS Chungking Hwa Nan print 1c grass, 
4c grey green and Revenue surcharged 50c on $50 pale blue, both tied by bilingual ‘AMOY’ cds, ‘HONG KONG/3.8.49’ transit 
alongside, with contents, roughly opened, some tears at all the edges and slight ageing, an unusual destination. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
4143
1949 (4 May) A Silver Yuan cover from Canton to Hong Kong, bearing Kwangtung Postal District no face value label stamp, with 
postmaster signature at lower left, tied by bilingual ‘CANTON’ cds. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,500
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4144

4146 4148

4145

4147

PRISONER  OF  WAR  AND  CENSORED  MAIL

4144
1949 (5 May) A cover from Foochow to Nanping, on reverse bearing Gold Yuan SYS Shanghai Dah Tung print $2,000 violet x 12 
and $10,000 grey brown x 4, total rate $64,000, tied by char. ‘FOOCHOW/FUKIEN’ cds, with char. ‘FUKIEN/NANPING/7.5.49’ 
arrival cds on front, damaged at top right corner and a tear at bottom, nice cover with Gold Yuan stamps used during Silver Yuan 
period. Photo

HK$ 1,400 - 1,800
4145
1918 (11 Apr.) A censor cover from Foochow to USA, bearing Peking 1st print Junk 8c brown orange in pair, tied by bilingual 
‘FOOCHOW’ cds, on reverse with bilingual ‘SHANGHAI/14.4.18’ transit, with ‘Opened By Censor’ seal label. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000

4146
1941 (28 July) A censored cover from Fukien to USA, bearing SYS New York print 1c orange in pair and HK print Martyrs 8c, all 
tied by char. ‘FUKIEN/SIENYU’ ‘仙遊’, with ‘Not Opened By Censor’ frame chop in blue and ‘HONG KONG/28.7.41’ transit 
on reverse, missing back flap and large water stain mark, but not affecting stamps or cancellation. Photo

HK$ 600 - 800
4147
1942 (2 Dec.) An air mail censored cover from Fukien 
to USA, bearing SYS Dah Tung print $5 in pair, tied 
by char. ‘FUKIEN/MINHOW’ cds, with bilingual 
‘KWEILIN/11.12.42’ transit, ‘Opened By Examiner’ censor 
seal label, with 2 tears at the top, but no affecting to stamp or 
cancellation. Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000
4148
1943 (7 Jan.) A censor cover from Foochow to USA, 
bearing SYS Chung Hwa 10c green in pair, tied by bilingual 
‘MINHOW/FOOCHOW’ cds, alongside with char. ‘FUKIEN/
MINHOW/8.1.43’ transit, and rimmed dot ‘K.H.B/10.2.43’ 
manuscript cancellation. ‘Opened By Examiner’ seal label. 
Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000
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4149
1949 (23 Oct.) An air mail cover from Changchow, Fukien to Goteborg, Sweden, on reverse bearing the rare Longki hand 
surcharged $10 on $100 yellow brown, on SYS Shanghai Dah Tung print. vertical pair x 2 and vertical strip of 4 (Yang ECL46) 
and $100 on Silver Yuan Unit stamp Hong Kong print Ordinary orange (Yang ECL47) all tied by char. ‘FUKIEN/LONGKI’ ‘
龍溪’, total rate $180 for overseas 20g. This rate was effective from the 1st Oct. 1949, with ‘HONG KONG/ 1.11.49’ transit, 
Foochow was liberated on 17th Aug. 1949, extremely rare Fukien Liberated Areas issues on cover. Exhibition item. Photo

HK$ 400,000 - 500,000

PEOPLE’S  REPUBLIC  OF  CHINA 
&  LIBERATED  AREAS

4149
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4151
1949 (24 May) A cover from Hwaning to local, bearing North Anhwei area, Kiang-Kwai Post issue, $5 dark blue (EC476) tied by 
very fine strike of the bilingual ‘HWANING’ ‘懷寧’, on reverse with char. ‘HWANING/GAOHEZHEN/25.5.49’ ‘’懷寧/高河鎮’ 
transit, and bisected single ring ‘GAOHEZHEN/POST OFFICE ANGENT/CHAWANCUN’ ‘高河鎮/郵政代辦所/查灣村’ in red 
char. very fine. Photo

  HK$ 3,000 - 4,000

4151

4150
No Lot

4152
1949 (25 Dec.) A cover from Amoy to Hong Kong, on reverse bearing Shanghai Print, Postal Runner and Train $30 grey black 
x 3, Liberation Army $470 purple and $570 blue in pair (Yang EC438, EC447, EC 448) tied by bilingual ‘AMOY’ bilingual cds. 
with ‘SHANGHAI’ slogan 22.10.49 transit on reverse. Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000

4152
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4153
1949 Two covers to USA, each bearing The 22nd Anniv. of Chinese People’s Liberation Army $370 emerald green (Yang 
EC446), one tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds another with bilingual ‘SHANGHAI’ cds, plus a piece with Tientsin print, Train 
and Postal Runner $10 ultramarine (Yang EC410) tied by commemorative cancel. Photo

HK$ 800 - 1,000

Ex. 4153

Ex. 4155

Ex. 4154

4154
1950 Three printed covers all bearing San Yick print, Chairman Mao issues, all sent from Foochow to USA, and each tied by 
bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds, average. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,500

4155
1950 (30 Oct.) A cover from Foochow to USA, bearing (R1) Tien An Men $1,000 tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds, fine. 
Plus another from Foochow to Singapore, bearing (R1) Tien An Men $2,000 stamp defective and SC1 $100 and $1,000, tied by 
‘FOOCHOW’ cds, heaving soiling and worm hole. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
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Ex. 4158

Ex. 4157

Ex. 4159

4156

4157
A small accumulation of the Germany Post Office overprinted ‘China’ and surcharged issues, all of the stamps tied by 
‘FUTSCHAU’ Germany Post Office cancellation, total 14, plus a cover with overprinted ‘China’ on 10pf carmine x 2, each tied 
by single ring ‘FUTSCHAU’ Germany P.O cancel, sent to Germany, with arrival cds on reverse, fine. Photo

HK$ 1,600 - 2,000

4156
1903 (6 Mar.) A picture postcard depicting a scene from Kulangsu (鼓浪嶼) sent to Austria, bearing the overprinted ‘Chine’ on 
French Peace and Commerce 10c, tied by the unusual double ring ‘AMOY’ French Post Office cds, “HONG KONG/4.3.03 transit 
and Austrian Military cancel. Photo

  HK$ 2,500 - 3,000

FOREIGN  POST  OFFICES  IN  CHINA

4158
A small accumulation of the surcharged on Deutsches Reich stamps x 13, all tied by ‘FUTSCHAU’ Germany. P.O cds, good to 
fine. Ex. Shiu-Hon Chan collection. Photo

HK$ 1,000 - 1,500
4159
A small accumulation of the surcharged on Deutsches Reich stamps x 17, tied by ‘AMOI’, ‘NANKING’ and ‘WEIHSIEN’ 
Germany. P.O cds, good to fine. Ex. Shiu-Hon Chan collection. Photo

  HK$ 1,000 - 1,500
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4160 4161

4162

4160
1915 (17 Jan.) A cover from Japan to Foochow, bearing Japanese Tazawa 3s carmine, tied by faint Japanese cds, on reverse with 
‘FOOCHOW/I.J.P.O’ arrival cds. Photo

HK$ 1,200 - 1,600
4161
1922 (1 Jan.) A printed ‘China’ ‘支那’ Japanese 1 1/2s blue stationery card. Sent from Foochow to Japan, tied by ‘FOOCHOW/
I.J.P.O’ Japanese Post Office cds. Fine. Photo

 HK$ 1,000 - 1,200

4162
1915 (18 Feb.) A printed Yang Chuen Chun, C.M.Customs, Shanghai cover from Shanghai registered to USA, on front tied by 
‘REGISTERED/No.1909’ frame chop in violet and ‘PAID’ in straight violet, and endorsed ‘Return Receipt Demanded’. On 
reverse bearing USA President Washington 1c x 5, 2c x 2 and 3c, both tied by ‘U.S.POSTAL AGENCY/SHANGHAI.CHINA./
R.D.’ oval cancel in black, alongside with double ring ‘REGISTERED SHANGHAI.CHINA. U.S.Postal Agency/18.2.15’ cancel 
in violet, with 2 different kind of ‘NEW YORK/20.3.15’ double ring oval cancel in black or violet. fine. Photo

HK$ 4,000 - 5,000
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HONG  KONG  &  TREATY  PORTS

Ex. 4163

4165

Ex. 4167

4164

Ex. 4166

4168

4163
1874 QV Fiscal stamps, $2 olive green, watermark CC, tied by ‘AMOY’ index ‘A’ Br.P.O cds, perf. shifted downwards variety, 
together with 1863 QV 12c pale blue watermark reversed variety, with normal one for comparison, both used. Yang 12, F1. Photo

  HK$ 600 - 800
4164
1893 (5 May) A QV 1c green stationery card from Amoy to Hong Kong, tied by 21mm ‘AMOY’ index ‘A’ oval ‘O’ and wide ‘Y’ 
in ‘AMOY’ cds, according to Webb’s record. There is no record in the GPO Proof Book, one can be distinguished by an oval ‘O’ 
in ‘AMOY’ and the other has a round ‘O’. they were both used until the end of the 20th century, the similar type Fi 21.50mm with 
index ‘C’ and ‘oval ‘O’ was used from 18th Dec. 1982 up to 18th Nov. 1899, compared to the type Webb Type G, the 21mm index 
‘A’ with round ‘O’ in ‘AMOY’ was used from 7th March 1900 up to 24th Oct. 1906. A rare new discovery for the British Treaty 
Port in Amoy. Fine. Photo

HK$ 7,000 - 8,000
4165
1911 (10 Nov.) A postcard from Amoy to USA, bearing KEVII 4c carmine, tied by ‘AMOY’ Br. P.O cds, Webb Type Ji, with 
‘NEW HAVEN/20.12.11’ machine roller arrival cds, blunt corners. Photo

HK$ 500 - 600

4166
A small accumulation of HK QV various issues all tied by 
‘F1’ (FOOCHOW) obliterator, average, total 18. Photo

HK$ 700 - 1,000
4167
A small accumulation of HK QV, KEVII and KGV used 
stamps in stock card, all tied by various ‘FOOCHOW’ 
British P.O cancellation, a few QV with surcharged with or 
without Chinese char. And ‘IPO’ chop. With a few pairs and 
on pieces, approx. 90. good to fine. Photo

HK$ 2,000 - 2,500
4168
1936 (5 Nov.) A FFC from HK to Foochow bearing KGVI 
5c and 50c, tied by ‘HONG KONG’ cds, with bilingual 
‘MINHOW/FOOCHOW/6.11.36’, fine. Photo

  HK$ 300 - 500
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PICTURE  POSTCARDS  &  MISCELLANEOUS

4169

4173

4171

4170

4172

4169
A colour picture postcard of a Foochow scene, with English description reading ‘Hill occupied by revolutionists when Foochow 
was taken’, unused and repaired at the bottom right corner, a few water stain marks. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
4170
A colour picture postcard, depicting Nantai, Foochow scene ‘南台’, unused and fine. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700

4171
A picture postcard depicting an old traditional Chinese architecture with 7 wells in front of the architecture with Chinese 
description reading ‘鎮海樓七星井’, sent to Japan with Junk 1/2c and 1c tied by bilingual ‘FOOCHOW’ cds. Photo

HK$ 1,500 - 2,000
4172
A picture postcard depicting Foochow scene, with bilingual description ‘Bridge of Ten Thousand Ages’ 萬壽橋’ unused and fine. 
Photo

HK$ 500 - 700

4173
A picture postcard depicting Foochow scene, with English 
description ‘Bridge of Ten Thousand Ages’ ‘萬壽橋’, sent to 
USA with Japanese Chrysanthemum 4c rose, tied by Japanese 
cancel. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
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4177

41754174

4178

4176

4174
A picture postcard depicting Pagoda, Foochow, with bilingual description ‘White Pagoda in City’ ‘福州城內白塔寺’, unused and 
fine. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
4175
A picture postcard issued by Commercial Press, depicting Foochow city, Yu-Shan ‘于山’ with bilingual description, unused and a 
few notices written on reverse. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700

4176
A postcard depicting Foochow scene, with bilingual description ‘Foreign Building on the Hill’ ‘福州蒼前山全景’, fine. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
4177
A real photo postcard depicting Foochow harbor showing the boat men daily working routine. Unused and fine. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700

4178
A small black and white real photo depicting Pagoda, 
Foochow (it might be Pagoda Anchorage 羅星塔) size: 55 x 
38mm, light horizontal crease. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
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Ex. 4179

4181

Ex. 4180

4179
1930’s Oversea-Chinese Banking remittance receipt x 3, all with Malaya and Straits Settlement stamps as facial usage, sent to 
Amoy. Photo

HK$ 500 - 600
4180
1956 Nation Economic Construction Bond $1 x 2, both coupons are not complete and 1960 Foochow $1 Construction Bond, all 
comes in small size. Photo

HK$ 500 - 700
4181
A reference copy of the study the Foochow Bisect cancellation, issued by Michael Rogers, total 4 pages. Photo

HK$ 200 - 300


